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Abstract

A brief overview of particle physics that can be done at an intensive hadron
facility (IHF) is given. The emphasis is placed on testing the standard model,
light Higgs boson searches and CP violation, which are areas an IHF can do
especially well.

Introduction

In this brief overview of particle theory I will emphasize those aspects which
are most relevant to intensity hadron facilities (IHF) such as KAON and the
Japanese Hadron Physics (JHP) facility. A central theme will be to illustrate tin-
importance of IHF in determining the unknown parameters in the Kobayashi-
Maskawa (KM) quark mixing matrix1'2, the study of CP violation3, and the
search of light Higgs-like boson4'5. New physics can be discovered through the
search for lepton flavor violating decays such as A'" —» fie, A'" —• vr/xe as well as
looking for deviations from the standard model predictions of rare decays such
as A'+ —+ ir+vu. New sources of CP violation can be discovered in kaon decays
by measuring muon polarizations. The fascinating aspects of QCD and hadron
physics will only receive brief treatment. This is partly due to my own ignorance
and fortunately other speakers will cover this area more professionally than I
will be able to.

The Standard Model

The standard model of strong and electroweak interactions based on the
gauge group SU(3)C x SU(2)t x U(l) is remarkably successful. The basic build-
ing blocks are the spin - * quarks and leptons. The quarks transforms as triplets
under SU(3)C whereas the leptons are singlets. Under SU(2) the left-handed and
right-handed quarks and leptons transform as doublets and singlets respectively.
They are arranged in three families of ascending masses. There is no known rea-
son that this should be the case. However, it serves as a working hypothesis of
family structure. Table I gives a list of the three quark and lepton families and
their masses or limits as given in the Particle Data Group5. The only new infor-
mation is the limit mass of the t-quark, mt. A recent FNAL result gives m, > 60
GeV. The only other missing particle is the Higgs boson which is the only re-
maining physical particle after the SU(2) x U(l) symmetry is spontaneously
broken by a doublet Higgs field.



Table 1. Building blocks of the standard model and their properties. Values
in the last column were obtained from the Particle Data Group (Ref. 6).
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The standard model even with 3 families only contains a large number of
arbitrary parameters. The three gauge groups each has their own coupling
constant gs,g and g' corresponding to SU(3), SU(2) and U(l) respectively. It is
customary to trade g and g' into e, the electric charge, and 8w, the weak mixing
angle. The relationship are

= tan#w and e — gsinffw (21)



Then there are six quark masses plus throe charge lepton masses which are free
parameters. Since the mass eigenstates of the quarks are in general not the
weak eigenstates they are related by a 3 x 3 unitarity transformations. The
3 x 3 KM matrix cc ntains 3 mixing angles and one CP violating phase. The
scale of SU(2)L X U(l) symmetry is also a free parameter. Using the Higgs
mechanism this is represented by v the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs
field. The W-boson mass is given in terms of v via

Mw = \g» (2-2)

The Higgs boson mass, M//, is also a free parameter. Furthermore, the non-
trivial structure of the QCD vacuum, gives rise to a P and T violating term,
QG"" G"" where G"1" is the gauge field tensor for SU(3)C and G'"' is its dual.
Limit on the neutron electric dipole moment7'8 sets 0 < 10~9. This is a free
parameter nonetheless. This adds up to 19 free parameters. If the neutrinos
turn out to be massive, then we have 3 more masses plus 4 more mixing angles
for the leptons.

In spite of this unpleasantly long list of arbitrary parameters, the standard
model has passed every experimental test thus far. The general structure of
the charged and neutral currents coupling to the fermions are well established.
There is only a few parameters of KM matrix yet to be determined. On the
other hand the symmetry breaking mechanism remains a total mystery. Our
only clue comes from the ratio of W to Z-bosons given by

Ml

Experimentally p = 0.998 ± 0.086 from fits of neutral current data. In the stan-
dard model, p = 1 is achieved by using doublet representation of Higgs only.
This is independent of the number of Higgs doublets one uses. This in turn can
be traced back to the existence of a custodial global9 SU(2) symmetry in the
Higgs potential. The deep reason for this latter symmetry, if it exists, remains
to be uncovered. On the other hand dynamical symmetry breaking schemes
can also achieve p — \ quite naturally. Unravelling the gauge symmetry break-
ing mechanism undoubtedly will be one of the most important tasks of particle
physics. Without further ado we address some of the important phenomenolog-
ical questions of the minimal standard model, i.e. with 3 families of quarks and
leptons and massless or very light neutrinos.

Hunting for the Higgs Boson

Currently the only limit we have on the Higgs mass comes from arguments
based on perturbativc unitarity10 and hints that \<f>4 theory is trivial.11 Based



on these it is commonly accepted that M;/ has to be lighter than 1 TeV. On the
other hand there is no good theoretical lower limit on MH. We have to rely on
experiments. So far the only firm experimental limit comes from He4 decays. A
search for 0 + particle emission in He4(20.1 MeV) decay has resulted in M// >
14 MeV. The preliminary data from the SINDRUM detector in their search of
Higgs via 7r+ —» e+vvh° decays would seem to set M// > 110 MeV.

If H° has a mass in the range .80 < MH < 1 GeV, KAON/JHP can play an
important role in its search. There are two types of experiments to be considered.
The first type are direct searches in reaction such as

°H°n°H (3.1)
K+

i . The latest result13 from BNL gives a branching
7r+/i+/i~) = 6.1 ± 4.0 x 10"8 and this is consistent with

then follow by H°
ratio of B.R. (A'+
the standard model. Since the experiment reported only two candidate events,
no firm conclusion of limit on the Higgs mass can be drawn. Furthermore, it
is also hard to calculate the amplitude to A' —* nH°. More theoretical and
experimental works on these decays are certainly needed.

The second type of search proceeds via virtual H"-exchange. An interesting
and important experiment is the measurement of muon longitudinal polarization
asymmetry, P/,, in the rare decay A'° —> /i/i (see Ref. 5). PL is defined by

NK-. (3.2)

where NR(NL) is the number of right (left) - handed muons in the final state.
Existence of PL also violates CP invariance. This decay is GIM suppressed; hence
it is sensitive to the unknown KM matrix element Vt, as well as the t-quark mass.
Some typical Feynmann diagrams are depicted in Fig. (1). It is easily seen that
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W
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Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams for sd

u,c,t

(c)
up. via Higgs boson exchange

PL varies as -+*-. As an example a 10% measurement of PL will be sensitive to
Ma = 1 GeV. Details of PL as a function of the KM phase 6 for MH = 1 GeV



and different HI, is given in Fig. (2). One can see that a 10% measurement will
be sensitive to the presence of 1 GeV Higgs if m, = 180 GeV. If one is lucky a
light Higgs boson exists, then this decay is one of the few handles we have to
probe the induced flavor changing vertex :sdH°.

For a heavier H°, the search belongs mainly to the realms of colliders. For
inn < 6 GeV, T —> H°f decay is a favorite. However, there are uncertainties
involving higher order QCD corrections14 and bound state effects that have to
be considered. The soon to be operating e+e" colliders SLC and LEPI will be
sensitive to 10 < nin < 50 GeV using the following reaction

c+e" Z°'H° (3.3)

'—* u* u . , 1/1/

For nin between 50 and 100 GeV we have to await LEPII. The reactions in this
case is associated Z°H° production and/or (+£~H°. For very heavy Higgs, i.e.
300 < inn < 1 TeV we have to rely on the SSC.

We see from the above that the KAON/JHP will make a definite contribution
in the search of H° if it is light, i.e. less than 5 GeV. In fact the discussion
applies for any Higgs-like particles that exist in multiple Higgs models. Other
models such as left-right symmetric model and supersymmetric extension of the
standard model also have extended Higgs structure that can give rise to light
Higgs particles.

14

Fig. 2. l'i as a function of 6 in the standard model with A/// = 1 GeV.
The curves labelled 1-4 are for mt - 00,90,120,180 GeV respectively.



The K-M Matrix and CP Violation

The precision measurement of the elements of KM matrix and the eluci-
dation of the source of CP violation is one of the most important functions
of KAON/JHP. Until a B-factory is built and operational, an intense hadron
facility will corner this market.

The charged weak current interaction Lagrangian of the quarks are given by

C=-±W,J» + h,. (4.1)

with

Ju = 2^, 9LiVij^^qjL (4.2)

j=d,i,6

where Vij is the KM matrix. The current knowledge of the elements V,} is
summarized in Table II.

Table II Current knowledge of the values KM matrix elements.

VtJ Source

Vud | = 0.9744 ± 0.0010 O+ -» 0 + nuclear 0-decay

Vua | = 0.220 ± 0.0020 A'e3 and hyperon /3-decay

i/ — nns j _ n i / CDHS u,u dimuon scattering data
| Vcs |

= U.95 i 0.14

Vcb | = 0.043 ± 0.08 , l r , 4 . . ., t . ,
IT- i n nin " quark life time and semuepton b-decays

I *-ub |< UUlz
Vld | < 0.024 Unitar i ty of KM | Vud |

2 + | Vcd |
2 + | Vld \

z= 1

Vu | < 0.054 Uni tar i ty of KM matr ix

The task at hand is to verify the unitarity property of the KM matrix. Any
departure from it will signify new physics such as the existence of a fourth
generation. To do this one has to measure the elements of one row or column
of the KM matrix precisely. The most precisely determined element is Vud and
to improve it further will be very difficult. A further improvement in nuclear (i-
decay runs into the theoretical ambiguities associated with radiative corrections
to nuclear matrix elements. Pion /3-decay will be a way around this but the
experimental difficulties are formidable.

The element Vu, can certainly be better determined. A breakdown of the
errors involved is shown to be | Vu, \= 0.2196 ± 0.0014 ± 0.0018. The first



uncertainty is experimental and the second one i.s theoretical. It appears to me
that both theoretical and experimental improvements can be made. We should
aim at reducing both errors to ± 0.005; then a stringent test of maturity can be
achieved.

This brings us to the element V^. Which can be measured directly by a
search for charmless B-nieson decays; i.e. decay modes where no explicit charm
particles exist in the final states, e.g. Z?j —> ppw. Currently, experimental
discrepancy exists between CLEO which did not see this mode and ARGUS
which claim to have seen them. We eagerly await the resolution of this issue.
V'ut can also manifest itself in second order weak effects; notably A'° — A'° and
B" — B° mixing. In the minimal SM the recent measurement of B" — Z?j mixing
implies a heavy t-quark and | VU{, | ^ 0.

How can KAON/JHP help in determining these unknown KM elements?
The favorite reaction is A'+ —* n+vu which proceeds through a second order
weak interaction and the GIM mechanism. The element Vtli and the related Vst

enter due to a virtual t-quark exchange (see Fig. 3). The t-quark contribution
is particularly important if it is massive e.g. m( > 80 GeV. For details see the
beautiful talks by Drs. Lim and Bryrnan in this workshop. It is clearly seen that
physics at KAON/JHP, B-mesons physics at e+e~ colliders, and t-quark search
at hadron colliders are closely knitted together. Discovery of any one of them
has a significant impact on others. I am confident that all three experiments
will record positive results sometime in the future. This will have far reaching
impact in particle physics.

0)

(u.c.t)

b)

(u.c.t) •wwv^
(u,c,t) s

Fig. 3. A Feynman diagram for 2 — d 9 0 decay. The dashed lines
denote W-boson exchangos.



Now I will turn to CP violation. The source of this very small effect is a
total mystery. The strength is characterized by | e | ~ 2 x 10~3 i.e. a thousand
times smaller than weak interaction. In the KM parameterization of the SM
there is only one CP violating phase 6. The paradigm accommodates such a
phase but does not explain where it comes from. The smallness of its strength
is due to the very small mixing angle involved. Typically it goes like A5 in the
kaon system where A = ah\6c and 8C is the Cabibbo angle.

For almost twenty years, experiments on CP violation effects have been
mainly done on kaons where it was first discovered. Recently, positive; mea-
surement of '- — 3.3 ± 1.0 x 10~3 is reported15 in K —» irn decays which if
confirmed will rule out superweak theories. This result lies within the predic-
tion of the standard model and will be the first confirmation of the effects of
peuguin diagrams giving rise a non vanishing value of y. A word of caution is
appropriate here. The t-quark contribution to e' is non-negligible if m, > 100
GeV whereas e is relatively insensitive to mt. It is not clear that the standard
model can accomodate the NA31 result with mi > 100 GeV.

At KAON/JHP this measurement should be improved upon. This will fur-
ther elucidate the dynamics involved, our current understanding of this is very
crude. Needless to say, if the CERN measurement is not confirmed, it will be of
paramount importance to probe — at 10~4 level. One should keep close watch
on the developments here.

In the past year there has been a lot of attention given to the rare decay

K°L -> 7r°e+e- (3.3)

as a test of CP violation in the SM model16. The importance of a further test
of the KM paradigm is self evident. The brandling ratio of (3.3) is estimated
to be around 10~n ~ 10~12. The high flux at KAON/JHP will certainly be of
help. Another experiment along this line is the decay iv" —» Ttavv. However,
the difficulties in measuring this cannot be under estimated.

What about CP violation beyond the KM model? Here the field is wide
open. Typically theorists construct models that gives rise to CP violation effects
much larger than given by SM. A well known example is EDM of the neutron.
There is no shortage of models that predict dn at the experimental limit. In
the kaon arena the discussion focused on muon polarization. The first one of
such experiments is the A'JJ —* fiji which I have previously discussed in terms
of light Higgs bosons in the SM or extended Higgs model. Left-right symmetric
model can also give a Pi in the range of a few percent. A second experiment is
the transverse muon polarization in Jv^, decays17. This is principally a probe of
charged Higgs boson as a source of CP violation.18

Many models of CP violation beyond SM also predicts EDM, dt, for charged
leptons. In a class of model with extended Higgs19 one finds d^/dt ~ ( ^ J !
hence dM can be very large. With improved muon flux at KAON/JHP one



should be able to measure this either as a dedicated experiment or as a parasite
to an improved g-2 experiment.

sin2 ̂  Measurement

Now I return to the precision tests of the neutral current section of SM.
The one fundamental parameter is sin2 0w which is the equivalent of a in QED.
Hence it should be measured as accurately as possible. It is a touchstone of all
grand unified models to be able to predict it correctly. To date there are more
than 100 experiments measuring sin20w. Broadly they are classified as follow:

(i) Deep inelastic v^ N scattering

(ii) Mass measurement of Mw ami Mz
..... (-) , (-) , t .(in) Vp e and ue e scattering

(iv) e-D asymmetry in longitudinally polarized electron scattering

(v) Atomic parity experiment in Bi, Th, Pb and Cs

(vi) Elastic v^ P scattering

(vii) Asymmetry measurements in e+e~ -+ fi+^~ at TRISTAN, SLC and LEP.

Currently the world average of all measurements6 give sin2 8w = 0.230 ± 0.0044.
A further improvement we will have to rely on clean experiments where no
or little uncertainty of hadron physics enters. This implies (ii), (iii) and (vii)
will give the most relevant and unambiguous measurements of sin2#iy. With
improved neutrino fluxes available we can aim at acliieving 0.5% measurement
at an IHF. This also means that new and more sophisticated detectors will be
required.

This does not mean the other types of measurement are not important. They
are very invaluable in probing other kinds of physics. For example v^P elastic
scattering can be very useful for QCD in helping to pin down the strange quark
content of the proton.

Hadron Physics and QCD

Quantum chromodynamics is emerging as the leading candidate theory of
hadrons and their interactions. Strong hadronic force has its origin in the quarks
interacting through the exchange of vector gluons. The most fundamental as-
pect is that the theory is a gauge theory with the gauge group SU(3). This
is known as the color gauge group. The coupling constants of the interaction
displays the phenomenon of asymptotic freedom. At higher energies and q2 the
effective strength of interaction is smaller than at lower energies and q2. Hence,
perturbation theory is expected to hold at high energies, e.g. above 100 GeV.
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At lower energies perturbation theory breaks down. The color degree of freedom
is also confined.

In QCD, the gluons have self interactions, that is to say 3 - and 4 glu-
ons vertices exist. This is not the case for QED. Color confinement and the
strong nature of the coupling constant at low energies lead to the existence of
pure gluonic resonances or glueball states. The existence of these objects were
demonstrated in lattice gauge calculations20. Some experiments have laid claims
to spotting them,21

Searching for these glueball states will be very important at an intense hadron
facility. A typical example will be a reaction such as

looking for a resonant (jxj> channel. This reaction violates the OZI selection rule
In the glueball picture the <j>(j> pair resulted from a 2+ + gluoniuin decay (see
Fig. 4). The high intensity at KAON/JHP should be very helpful in unravelling
the structure in reactions of this type.

d

Fig. 4. Parton model diagrams from OZI - violating rection xp —> ip0n.
The blob G denotes a glueball state.

Another area where KAON/JHP can contribute significantly is in spin physics.
Large spin effects had been observed in hard scattering. This is not well under-
stood in QCD. Further experimentation involving polarized beam on polarized
targets should help in our understanding of these phenomena.

Conclusions

I have given a sampling of the particle physics at KAON/JHP. In the elec-
troweak sector the emphasis is unabashedly slanted toward the standard model.
This is a reflection of the success the model currently enjoys. As theorists we
can make confident predictions with the model. Beyond SM we can only make
guesses and estimates.

At an intense hadron facility, with the availability of intense kaon and neu-
trino beams, we can test SM as we have never been able to do before. New
physics can be discovered if experiments fall outside the predicted values or
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ranges. An example is I\+ —* /i + i'i' where SM gives its branching ratio to lie
between 1 x 1O~10 and 8 x l(J~lu. If we are lucky enough to find a disagreement
with SM here then much further experimentation will be needed to unravel tin-
origin of the new physics. Obviously, KAON/JHP will be an invaluable facility.

Searching for new physics via SM forbidden decays is very important and we
should not neglect them. Some well known examples are A"" —+ ;jt, A'+ —> n + fit
and A'+ —» 7r+ 77 and 7r hh where 7 and h are the photino and higgsino of
supersymmetric theories. Lest we forget, the rare decays /i+ —> e+-j and tr<
have played an important role in constraining model building such as horizontal
symmetry models, supersymmetric models, and the class of models with heavy
neutrinos. These rare muon decays can be much improved at KAON/JHP. Tin-
importance of these searches cannot be over emphasized as they touch upon one
of the deepest puzzle of SM - the family problem.

New experiments on CP violations will certainly be important at KAON/JHP.
Here the discussions have only just begun.

Neutrino oscillations is a common theme for many GUT or superstring in-
spired models. The difference of neutrino masses squared can be probed to Id"3

eV2 level at KAON. Perhaps with more clever ideas we can go even further.
In the QCD arena, KAON/JHP will help in unravelling the mysteries of the

dynamics in the confinement region. The spin content of the proton can be
probed using neutrinos and polarized proton beams. This strikes at the heart
of the most fundamental hadron which the universe and all of us are made out
of - the proton. Is the proton just three valence quarks?
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